The bird was apparently an adult, dark above with buffy vermiculations and paler below. The iris was pale dirty yellow, the bill blackish and very short, and the legs were medium value greyish horn with yellowish toes. The bare facial skin was darkish gray. This bill description differs from those of O' Neill and Pearson and from that of Cherrie (1916) from a freshly killed bird as dusky above, pale yellow horn color below. The feathers of the neck and head formed a mane, especially prominent when the heron tucked or turned its head, which gave the bird a thick-headed appearance. The heron' s posture and head shape (Fig. 1) During the approximately seven to eight minutes of observation the heron flicked its tail with a peculiar movement. The tail was flicked from a neutral position down and to one side, then back to neutral, then down and to the other side and then back to neutral. Each element of this movement occurred approximately once a second (25 counted in 30 seconds). This tail flicking was essentially continuous, the rhythm barely interrupted during the several brief preening bouts.
Reliable sight records of' the Zigzag Heron (Zebrilus undulatus) are said to be virtually nonexistent, and nothing has been recorded of the feeding, breeding or other habits of this species (Hancock and Elliot 1978). We therefore present our observations of an individual of this species and summarize several other recent sight records.
Robert Ridgely (pers. comm.) sighted a Zigzag Heron on the Rio La Torre, Madre de Dios, Peru, in October 1976. The bird was in a very small oxbow lake beginning to fill with water at the onset of the rainy season. The oxbow was completely shaded, with thick undergrowth around the edges. J. P. O' Neill(l969) collected a Zigzag Heron at Yarinachocha, Loreto, Peru; it was at the edge of a small pond (a low spot that filled in flood times), with the edge growing up in grasses (O' Neill, pers. comm. The bird was apparently an adult, dark above with buffy vermiculations and paler below. The iris was pale dirty yellow, the bill blackish and very short, and the legs were medium value greyish horn with yellowish toes. The bare facial skin was darkish gray. This bill description differs from those of O' Neill and Pearson and from that of Cherrie (1916) from a freshly killed bird as dusky above, pale yellow horn color below. The feathers of the neck and head formed a mane, especially prominent when the heron tucked or turned its head, which gave the bird a thick-headed appearance. The heron' s posture and head shape (Fig. 1) 
